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The 2003 Treasure Hunt

Thank you for participating in the 53Thank you for participating in the 53rdrd consecutive annual edition of the consecutive annual edition of the 
Treasure Hunt in the Valley of the Sun.  This year’s committee sTreasure Hunt in the Valley of the Sun.  This year’s committee sincerely hopes incerely hopes 
that you had an enjoyable experience.that you had an enjoyable experience.

Each year, the top three “amateur status” teams are recognized aEach year, the top three “amateur status” teams are recognized at the postt the post--
hunt banquet.  In addition to this, the performances of some othhunt banquet.  In addition to this, the performances of some other teams, er teams, 
including “professional status” teams and rookie teams may be reincluding “professional status” teams and rookie teams may be recognized.cognized.

The prizes awarded the winners over the years have had little moThe prizes awarded the winners over the years have had little monetary value, netary value, 
yet the competition for first place remains spirited.  The red hyet the competition for first place remains spirited.  The red hunting caps unting caps 
awarded Treasure Hunt winners have become prized possessions in awarded Treasure Hunt winners have become prized possessions in many many 
trophy cabinets.  Each winner earns the fleeting privileged, andtrophy cabinets.  Each winner earns the fleeting privileged, and immense immense 
responsibility, of serving a threeresponsibility, of serving a three--year term on the Treasure Hunt Committee.year term on the Treasure Hunt Committee.

Traditionally, each winner has also earned one “free” postTraditionally, each winner has also earned one “free” post--committeecommittee--service service 
hunt.  hunt.  

2003 Treasure Hunt Printing courtesy of ACSS2003 Treasure Hunt Printing courtesy of ACSS

Innovative Solutions for Safe Flight
19810 N. 7th Avenue Phoenix, AZ 85027 -4400 • (623) 445 -7000 • Fax: (623) 445 -7001 • www.L-3Com.com/acss

“Happy hunting” to all Treasure Hunt participants.
For questions about employment opportunities, 

please send an e-mail to staffing@acssd.L-3Com.com





Brown Bag Contents
53rd Annual Treasure Hunt:  November 8, 2003

1.1. CheckCheck--in Map and Instructionsin Map and Instructions
2.2. State Trust Land PermitState Trust Land Permit
3.3. Amelia the Chicken ArticleAmelia the Chicken Article
4.4. Burrito Defense ArticleBurrito Defense Article
5.5. Bus Shelter; No Bus ArticleBus Shelter; No Bus Article
6.6. Cockroach Races ArticleCockroach Races Article
7.7. Devil’s Highway ArticleDevil’s Highway Article
8.8. Fart Tax ArticleFart Tax Article
9.9. Lunar Registry ArticleLunar Registry Article
10.10. Mars Magnetic Personality ArticleMars Magnetic Personality Article
11.11. NonNon--English Speakers ArticleEnglish Speakers Article
12.12. Qu’estQu’est--cece queque c’estc’est? Article? Article
13.13. SpanglishSpanglish Text ArticleText Article
14.14. Tall Stop Signs ArticleTall Stop Signs Article
15.15. ASCII codeASCII code
16.16. BuckeyeBuckeye
17.17. Cellophane Cellophane –– BlueBlue
18.18. Cellophane Cellophane –– RedRed
19.19. Chop SticksChop Sticks
20.20. Deposit Slip Deposit Slip –– Bank One SavingsBank One Savings
21.21. Deposit Slip Deposit Slip –– First National BankFirst National Bank
22.22. Green StrawGreen Straw
23.23. Health Care CardHealth Care Card
24.24. IC IC –– S6F824S6F824
25.25. McDonalds Plastic StirrerMcDonalds Plastic Stirrer
26.26. Memo Paper 3 x 5Memo Paper 3 x 5
27.27. Penny CoinPenny Coin
28.28. Popcorn KernelPopcorn Kernel
29.29. Red CapsuleRed Capsule
30.30. Resistor Resistor –– 15K15K
31.31. Resistor Resistor –– 51K51K
32.32. Resistor Resistor –– 6.8K6.8K
33.33. Rock Rock –– Red VolcanicRed Volcanic
34.34. Rock Rock -- WhiteWhite
35.35. Rolodex CardRolodex Card
36.36. SpringerSpringer Pen (includes internal Spring)Pen (includes internal Spring)
37.37. Tea BagTea Bag
38.38. Transformer Wire Transformer Wire –– 5 inch5 inch
39.39. Wooden Stick with Red & Black DotsWooden Stick with Red & Black Dots
40.40. Xavier Prep Blue LetterheadXavier Prep Blue Letterhead
41.41. Emergency EnvelopesEmergency Envelopes
42.42. Score Sheet & Rubber BandScore Sheet & Rubber Band
43.43. ACSS Balsa GliderACSS Balsa Glider
44.44. Hunt Map (3 copies)Hunt Map (3 copies)



Clue A is a visual 
clue consisting
of CH4 made up 
of thumb tacks.

All Hunters should remember their basic chemistry and recognize that CH4 is the 
chemical formula for methane.  But it’s made out of thumb tacks. So this must be 
“methane tax.”  A look in the Brown Bag will produce an article entitled, “Animal 
‘fart tax’ puts wind up New Zealand farmers,” all about New Zealand planning to tax 
methane emissions by the country’s cows, sheep, and goats.  So waft on over to 

Circle            near Flatulent Flats and Gas Gulch.

Circle             is located in map grid G12. From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd & Pinnacle
Peak, proceed 1.8 mi East to a dirt road heading North. The dirt road is located just East 
of the power lines.  Proceed along that dirt road for a total of 0.12 miles as the road curves 
toward the East (bearing right when the road comes to a Y and always staying on the main 
road). The clue site is located 88 feet East of this point, behind a Palo Verde tree.

This is Clue A.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue B.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue B,
Open Emergency Envelope 6, which will direct you to Clue B.

This is Emergency Solution 6, which will lead you to Clue B.

NZ

NZ

If you are unable to locate Clue B,
Open Emergency Envelope 18, which will direct you to Clue C.



This is Clue B.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue C.

Clue B is a paper clue which reads as follows:
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Hopefully you noticed the HWOW item,

A. If you’re going to play in the Matrix, you should review the rules with determination.
and studied your matrix arithmetic before The Hunt.  So, if…

and

then
So flip on over to 

and Circle         .
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determinant of C = (6)(23) – (21)(8) = 138 – 168 = -30
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If you are unable to locate Clue C,
Open Emergency Envelope 1, which will direct you to Clue D.

Circle           is located in map grid J-12. From the intersection of Pinnacle Peak Rd and
future 64th St, (west of the transmission receiving station), proceed North 0.62 miles 
to where there are a pair of utility cabinets on the East side of 64th St. The clue site is 
located 130 ft North and 275 ft West of the taller utility cabinet, West of a wash 
under a palo verde tree.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue C,
Open Emergency Envelope 18, which will direct you to Clue C.

This is Emergency Solution 18, which will lead you to Clue C.

-30

-30



This is Clue C.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue D.

This working visual consists of a sloping table which, the astute Thunter should realize, is large 
enough to use to roll out the Thunt map and a tubular structure next to the table with a hole in 
its side and small window near its top. Whenever you shine your flashlight into the hole in the 
tubular structure, a set of cross hairs lights up on the table and a laser fires a spot through the 
window from the tubular structure and puts a spot at a precise location on the table. The lights 
and laser turn off after 12 seconds and can be reactivated by shining your flashlight back into 
the hole in the side of the tubular structure.

The hunters must recognize the arrangement of the cross hairs on the table since they 
conveniently match a set of cross hairs located on the Thunt map. While the team works 
together to precisely align the map over the matching cross hair lights (the cross hair lights can 
be seen through the map and the map will be oriented with the map's North pointing to the left) 
while also having a team member use their always ready flashlight to activate the laser(s), the 
laser spot from the tubular structure will fall on the next clue site on the Thunt map, which 
would be clue site D. So don't be LED astray and beam on over to Circle         .

Thunt Map

Align map features to
matching lights on map table

Laser crosshairs on
next clue site

Clue C is a working visual clue consisting of a sloping table and a tubular structure 
next to the table with a hole in its side and a small window near its top.

Circle        is located in map grid J15.  From the intersection of Scottsdale Road and 
Mayo Blvd. proceed West 1.05 miles. Turn North on a dirt road just West of a fenced 
equipment yard.  Go North 0.07 mile.  The clue site is 51 feet East of the road under a 
palo verde tree.

If you are unable to locate Clue D,
Open Emergency Envelope 23, which will direct you to Clue E.

This is Emergency Solution 1, which will lead you to Clue D.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue D,
Open Emergency Envelope 1, which will direct you to Clue D.

λ
λ



This is Clue D.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue E.

Clue D is a working visual clue where the TH’er sees four suspended pieces of metal, free to 
swing.  The metal hangs between sets of metal contacts which have zeros and ones on them.  
The apparatus is enclosed vertically in a flat Plexiglas case.

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

Every highly attractive TH team has surely purchased the magnets which were being sold in 
line at checkout… And having carefully studied the HWOW, 

“Can’t solve this clue???   Wizards may have hexed your location.
they have also boned up on their wizarding skills and know how to handle a hex.  

Well, since the location of this clue is D, and in hex D is represented by the numerical series 1-
1-0-1, all you have to do is to use your magnets to align the hanging metal with the appropriate 
numbered pin -- teamwork necessary here!  

This completes the circuit and the LED displays 85.

So swing on over to Circle             !

Circle          is located in map grid M15.  From the intersection of Pima Rd. and Downing-
Olson, proceed east on Downing-Olson 0.1 mile to (the next instance of) Pima Road. Turn 
right (south) and go 0.30 miles to the barricade at Pima Road and Union Hills Dr.  Walk 
south past the south barricade on a dirt road 200 feet. The clue site is 45 feet west of 
the dirt road behind a Palo Verde tree.

If you are unable to locate Clue E,
Open Emergency Envelope 19, which will direct you to Clue F.

This is Emergency Solution 23, which will lead you to Clue E.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue E,
Open Emergency Envelope 23, which will direct you to Clue E.

85
85



Circle             is located in map grid M12.  From the intersection of Pima Rd. and Pinnacle 
Peak Rd., go east 0.45 mile on Pinnacle Peak Rd. to 92nd St.  Turn north on 92nd St.  Go 
0.6 mile to E. Mariposa Grande Dr. (no street sign).  Continue north on a dirt road 0.1 mile 
to a cul-de-sac.  The clue site is 60 feet north of the center of the cul-de-sac behind a 
small Palo Verde tree.

This is Clue E.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue F.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue F,
Open Emergency Envelope 19, which will direct you to Clue F.

This is Emergency Solution 19, which will lead you to Clue F.

If you are unable to locate Clue F,
Open Emergency Envelope 10, which will direct you to Clue G.

Clue E is a visual clue containing five yellow cows:

What’s happened to this livestock?  It looks like they’ve all got jaundice.  What does a herd of 
yellow cows mean?  

The astute hunter will realize that these aren’t just any random cows, they’re Jersey cows.  

A collection of 5 yellow jerseys should lead you to 5-time Tour de France champion Lance 

Armstrong, so head over to circle                   at the corner of Lance Ln and Tour Trail 



This is Clue F.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue G.

The astute hunter will try to find a word or other pattern among these apparently random 
letters.  If you notice that there is no “L” among these letters, you may end up at the Jackass 
Clue at Circle          on Christmas St.  But if you are really astute, you might wonder what those  
2  pegs are for and note that their odd shape
will perfectly match the 2 notches on the Rolodex 
card in your Brown Bag.  Fitting the notches on the 
card over the pegs results in exactly 4  letters at 
the four corners of the card.  

The HWOW told you 
“Four Corners Has The AnswerFour Corners Has The Answer.”  

These letters on the four corners are N-I-N-E.

So head over to Circle               !   

Clue F is a working visual consisting of an 8 ½ by 11 sheet of paper mounted 
under clear plastic.  On the paper are a random collection of letters.  There are 
two small posts sticking out of the surface of the plastic.
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Circle             is located in map grid O-12. From the intersection of Happy Valley Rd and
Pima Rd, proceed East 1.94 miles to Alma School Rd, then South on Alma School Rd 0.19 miles, 
60 feet North of where the road goes over a wash.  From the berm just West of the road, 
walk 210 feet southwest along the trail on the north side of the wash.  Clue site is beneath 
the Palo Verde Tree, which is next to a large mesquite tree.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue G,
Open Emergency Envelope 10, which will direct you to Clue G.

If you are unable locate Clue G,
Open Emergency Envelope 15, which will direct you to Clue H.

This is Emergency Solution 10, which will lead you to Clue G.
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   Start here=> Y O U M U E B I G P I C T 

  A U S I S H G O I N O N U 
  B T H G T T E E S G R G R 

   E H A K N O Z R O T W W E 
   T O O C L O S E T H E A ! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you followed the instructions and traced out the phrase you should have 
uncovered:    "YOU MIGHT BE TOO CLOSE TO SEE THE BIG PICTURE". 
  
  Start here=> Y O U M   E B I G P I C T 

        I   H             U 
  B T H G   T E E S       R 

   E               O       E 
   T O O C L O S E T       ! 
 
Sure enough, if you hold the page a little further away, you should be able to 

 
 discern the number 257. Head on over to Circle                 . 

Clue G is a paper clue which reads as follows:

Trace the embedded phrase that directs you to the next clue site.

Circle            is located in map grid P-8. From the intersection of Rio Verde and 114th,
proceed North 1.0 mile until the road branches to the East and West. (114th changes 
from paved to dirt 0.50 miles N of Rio Verde). Clue site is 175 ft. East and 25 ft. North 
of this branch, on the NE side of a Palo Verde tree just south of a gate.

This is Clue G.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue H.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue H,
Open Emergency Envelope 15, which will direct you to Clue H.

This is Emergency Solution 15, which will lead you to Clue H.

257

257

If you are unable to locate Clue H,
Open Emergency Envelope 8, which will direct you to Clue I.



This is Clue H.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue I.

Clue H is a visual clue consisting of two images from the Pink Floyd record: 
Dark Side of the Moon

This is Emergency Solution 8, which will lead you to Clue I.

.

Circle           is located in map grid R-11. From the intersection of Rio Verde and 128th,
proceed South 1.33 miles, passing intersections with Oberlin (0.25 miles South), and Jomax
(1.00 miles South), to a dirt road loop headed East. Clue site is 330 ft. East of this 
intersection along the Northern part of the loop, then 40 ft. South, behind a large ridge 
of rocks. 

November 8 is a significant day in 2003.  Not only is it the day of the Treasure 
Hunt, but you must realize by now that a lunar eclipse occurred this evening.  
In honor of this event, wizards have made the “Dark Side of the Moon”
album available for your viewing pleasure.  The HWOW reference, 

“10. Is it the Dark Side”, 
gave clever hunters a leg up.  They certainly will note that the final song, 
track 10., is titled “ECLIPSE”.   

So head over to Circle     to find your next clue.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue I,
Open Emergency Envelope 8, which will direct you to Clue I.

If you are unable to locate Clue I,
Open Emergency Envelope 24, which will direct you to Clue J.

10.

10.



This is Clue I.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue J.

Clue I is a paper clue which reads as follows:

"S-s-s-s-saur kraut
C-c-c-c-c-corned beef
S-s-swiss ch-ch-cheese
Ra-ra-ra-ra-rye b-bread"

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue J,
Open Emergency Envelope 24, which will direct you to Clue J.

This is Emergency Solution 24, which will lead you to Clue J.

Someone with a serious stutter is trying to tell our Thunters something important. What is 
coming out sure looks like the ingredients for a Reuben Sandwich. So, this delivery might be 
considered a Reuben stuttered. That should make the informed Thunter think of this year's 
winner of the last completed American Idol show, Rubin Studdard. Rubin was the last 
entertainer standing in this year's event and never once got panned by the stinging judge, 
Simon Cowell. Your HWOW refers to a comment that might be made by Simon about our 
Rubin (the entertainer):

205. Simon Says, “You don’t stink!”

and we suggest you shuffle off to what was on Rubin's well know numbered jersey,

Circle             .

Circle          is located in map grid P-10. From the intersection of Rio Verde and 114th,
proceed South 0.25 miles to where 114th dead ends. Clue site is located 216 feet South of 
this point, behind a Palo Verde tree. 

205

205

If you are unable to locate Clue J,
Open Emergency Envelope 9, which will direct you to Clue K.



Clue J is a working visual where the THer sees the male and female symbols separated by two 
small holes.  From the “male” hole extends a wire which ends in a handle capped by a metal 
disc.

This is Clue J.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue K.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue K,
Open Emergency Envelope 9, which will direct you to Clue K.

This is Emergency Solution 9, which will lead you to Clue K.

If you have perused your Brown Bag thoroughly, you surely noted a pen that 
can be disassembled. If you boned up on your HWOW you know to that you 
should: 

“Put some spring into your love life!”.  

Placing the mechanism spring of the pen into the “female” hole, then pressing 
down on it with the metal wand end completes a circuit and lights a display 
which shows the way to your next clue.

So rouse yourselves and hustle over to Circle               !Ed

Circle         is located in map grid K9. From the intersection of Scottsdale Rd and
Dynamite Rd, proceed East 0.1 mile to a dirt road, then North on the dirt road 0.1 mile 
staying to the left on a fork in the dirt road. The clue site is 230 feet West of this 
point, next to a Palo Verde tree (97 feet South of the barbed wire fence).

Ed

If you are unable to locate Clue K,
Open Emergency Envelope 16, which will direct you to Clue L.



This is Clue K.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue L.

Clue K is a visual clue consisting of 8 bottles of supplements which provide "Tranquility" in the 
shape of a "C".

Tranquility brand
vitamin bottles

This is clearly referring to the lunar feature of the Sea of Tranquility. In the 
Brown Bag, you were provided an order form for the purchase of property on 
the moon. If you look at the form closely, you will see that the Treasure Hunt 
committee has put in an order of lunar property in the sea of tranquility at 
$36/acre.. In the HWOW, we have indicated that we are Splitting square miles 
into thirty-two parts. Since there are 640 acres in a square mile, it would 
indicate that we are creating 20-acre lunar parcels. Thus, the magnanimous 
Treasure Hunt committee is offering each of you $720 worth of lunar property. 

Proceed to Circle               to file your claim!
Circle              is located in map grid M7.  From the intersection of Pima and Ranch Roads,

proceed West 0.25 miles to Granite Reef Rd (unsigned).  Proceed North on Granite Reef 
Rd. 0.15 mile to a location where a foot path heads off toward the East (50 feet before 
the boulders at the end of the road).  Follow the foot path 375 feet East to a low block 
structure with a wire and stick fence along the top of the blocks.  The clue site is located 
inside the block structure.

This is Emergency Solution 16, which will lead you to Clue L.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue L,
Open Emergency Envelope 16, which will direct you to Clue L.

If you are unable to locate Clue L,
Open Emergency Envelope 7, which will direct you to Clue M.

$720
$720



This is Clue L.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue M.

Clue L is a paper clue consisting of four tanks; each with a speech bubble over it.

Yeah, that
was

something!

A night to
remember

What a
time!

I remember
when...

What we have here are four tanks that are recalling fond memories. This 
scene should help the Thunter to think that these are Tank's four memories. 
This should strike a chord in the prepared Thunter to remind them that this 
year was the 100th  birthday of Bob Hope whose theme song is "Thanks for 
the Memories". So, follow the Road to Cluesite which is found at 

Circle                on Century Blvd.

Circle              is located in map grid L3.  From the intersection of Cave Creek Road and

Tranquil Trail, proceed North 0.5 miles to Celestial.  Head East on Celestial for 0.5 miles 
to the end of the road at the intersection with 80th Street.  A foot path heads to the 
East from this intersection and then turns toward the North.  Proceed along this foot 
path for 270 feet.  The clue site is located 30 feet West of that point, under the 
Saguaro Cactus.

This is Emergency Solution 7, which will lead you to Clue M.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue M,
Open Emergency Envelope 7, which will direct you to Clue M.

If you are unable to locate Clue M,
Open Emergency Envelope 3, which will direct you to Clue N.

Hope

Hope



This is Clue M.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue N.

Clue M is a visual clue consisting of a model of a new Volkswagen Beetle on a pedestal. 

This is Emergency Solution 3, which will lead you to Clue N.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue N,
Open Emergency Envelope 3, which will direct you to Clue N.

Circle            is located in map grid L5.  From the intersection of Westland and 84th St,

proceed North on 84th St. 0.5 miles.  At the intersection of Black Mountain Road and 
84th St, walk East 190 feet to the East side of an abandoned vehicle.  Clue site is near 
the abandoned vehicle.

This visual clue might not seem to have enough information to lead to a solution. If you were 
even thinking of pulling an emergency, you might follow the HWOW and 

In the event of the need to pull an emergency, 
please tune your transistor radio to 91.1 MHz.

If you tuned in your radio, you would hear a dog barking incessantly. The combination of a 
beetle and barking clearly suggests the idea of a beetle that barks, or Bark Beetle. The state of 
Arizona has been under attack from hordes of these pesky, hungry insects and have caused 
more damage than all of the recent forest fires.

So, swarm on over to circle on Deforestation Drive.

If you are unable to locate Clue N,
Open Emergency Envelope 4, which will direct you to Clue O.



This is Clue N.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue O.

Clue N is a paper clue which reads as follows: 

( )( )( )( ) ?91369814 4 =

Well, THIS doesn’t look too hard.  So do the math…

(2)    (3)     (37)    (3)  = 666
If you just looked at the answer and went to circle 666, you would find 
yourselves looking at Mr. Jackass.  But you should have noticed that the 
HWOW says:

666. Go to the new number.

In the Brown Bag you should have noticed an article about how U.S. 
Highway 666 has changed it’s number to 491.  So taxi on over to Circle               

 ( )( )( )( ) ?91369814 4 =

Circle          is located in map grid I6. From the intersection of Carefree Highway and

56th Street, proceed South 0.65 miles on 56th Street to a power substation on the 
West side of the road.  The clue site is located 130' West of the Southwest corner of 
the substation, in a group of Palo Verde trees.

This is Emergency Solution 4, which will lead you to Clue O.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue O,
Open Emergency Envelope 4, which will direct you to Clue O.

If you are unable to locate Clue O,
Open Emergency Envelope 25, which will direct you to Clue P.

491

491



This is Clue O.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue P.

Clue O is a working visual clue consisting of a box with a crank on the end that 
says, “TURN”.  When you turn the crank a small sewing machine, washing 
machine, adding machine, and pinball machine rise up in the box. When you 
release the crank, they descend back into the box.

When you turn the crank, you’ll notice all the machines rise up. So this must be 
“The Rise of the Machines” or the third Terminator movie.  The persistent female 
Terminator was the new T-X model, so jet on over to 

Circle             at Crystal Mountain Wash.

Circle            is located in map grid J2. From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd and
School House Road, proceed North 0.3 miles on School House Road to the Calloway 
Wash crossing. From the center of the Calloway Wash on School House Road, proceed 
125’ North to a foot path heading West.  Walk West on the foot path 223 feet.  The 
clue site is located at this point, under a Palo Verde tree.

This is Emergency Solution 25, which will lead you to Clue P.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue P,
Open Emergency Envelope 25, which will direct you to Clue P.

If you are unable to locate Clue P,
Open Emergency Envelope 2, which will direct you to Clue Q.

T-X

T-X



This is Clue P.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Q.

Clue P is a paper clue which reads as follows: 

(VIIIA - He - Ar - Kr - Xe - Rn)
+

(VIA - S - Se - Te - Po)

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Q ,
Open Emergency Envelope 2 , which will direct you to Clue Q .

This is Emergency Solution 2 , which will lead you to Clue Q .

If you paid attention to the HWOW, you’d be on the lookout for something involving 
the Periodic Table of Elements. So what are you left with if you start with the Group 
VIIIa elements and take away the listed ones, then do the same with the Group VIa
elements? You are left with Neon plus Oxygen, or NeO. Of course if you applied the 
commutative property of addition, you may have gotten ONe. Lucky for you Neo is
The One, which you would know is Keanu Reeves’ character in all the Matrix 
related hoopla this year. Of course if in your logical deduction process you managed 
to arrive at the answer √-π , I’m afraid the wizards couldn’t foresee your line of 
“reasoning”. Are any members on your team named Agent Smith?

Warp on over to Circle              on Keanu Wash

Circle         is located in map grid I5.  Proceed to the intersection of Carefree Highway
and 56th Street.  Park at this intersection along the North side of Carefree Highway 
and then proceed on foot around the barrier to a point 250 feet North (along what would 
be 56th Street if it extended north).  The clue site is located 250 feet West of this 
point, under a clump of two Palo Verde trees and two saguaros.

If you are unable to locate Clue Q,
Open Emergency Envelope 17, which will direct you to Clue R.

1
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This is Clue Q.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue R.

Clue Q is a visual clue 
consisting of a color photo of 
the utility screen on a Lexmark 
printer.

The keen-eyed hunter will notice that this printer is out of black ink or “black 
out”.  Of course, we’re talking about the massive power outage that affected 
much of the northeastern U.S. on August 14 of this year.  Good thing your van 
isn’t electric powered.  So, fire up that internal combustion engine and head on 
over to 

Circle              at Outage Way near the             symbol.
City 

Lights

Circle            is located in map grid E4.  From the intersection of Carefree Highway and
24th Street, proceed North 1.0 mile to Cloud Road.  Continue North 0.5 mile to Maddock.  
Turn East (right) on Maddock and go 0.5 mile to 28th Street.  From the intersection of 
Maddock and 28th Street, proceed East 0.1 mile to a dirt road to the South.  Turn South 
and go 0.1 mile to a fenced utility yard on the East side of the road.  The clue site is 
located 21 feet South and 52 feet East of the southeast fence corner behind a Palo 
Verde tree.

This is Emergency Solution 17, which will lead you to Clue R.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue R,
Open Emergency Envelope 17, which will direct you to Clue R.

If you are unable to locate find Clue R,
Open Emergency Envelope 26, which will direct you to Clue S.
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This is Clue R.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue S.

Clue R is a working visual clue consisting of a small picture frame with 
a work of ‘modern art’ enclosed within.  The ‘art’ consists of angular 
shapes, lines and squiggles of various colors.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue S,
Open Emergency Envelope 26, which will direct you to Clue S.

To solve this clue requires a knowledge of the contents of the Brown Bag… 
To be specific, the red cellophane filter.  While your team illuminates the work 
of art, one member must look through the red filter and the word Nemo will 
become apparent hidden within the colors.  Finding Nemo was released in 
November of 2002.

Once you have Found Nemo, you would naturally 

Swim off to Circle               at the corner of Disney Drive and Pixar Place.

Circle              is located in map grid C2.  From the intersection of Joy Ranch Road and

16th  Street, proceed West 0.5 mile to 12th Street.  Turn North on 12th Street and go 
1.0 mile to Desert Hills Road.  Go East on Desert Hills Road 0.1 mile to the second wooden 
telephone pole.  The clue site is 92 feet North of the telephone pole behind a saguaro.

This is Emergency Solution 26, which will lead you to Clue S.

1102

1102

If you are unable to locate Clue S,
Open Emergency Envelope 22, which will direct you to Clue T.



TO DO
Starbucks
Flowers
ATM
Home Depot
Groceries @ Safeway
Pick up Dry Cleaning

No tricks here.  Just plain old math.  The quickest route is as follows…

The minimum total drive time is 24 minutes, so head on over to Circle                                   
and, if you don’t mind, could you pick up some milk and flowers?

Starbucks

2
1FREEWAY 4 miles between exits

1

1
1

1

1

1 3

no 
exit

Home 
Depot

Safeway

ATM

HOME

Flower
Shop

Dry Cleaner

Starbucks

2
1FREEWAY 4 miles between exits

1

1
1

1

1

1 3

no 
exit

Home 
Depot

Safeway

ATM

HOME

Flower
Shop

Dry Cleaner

Complete the To Do list below and return 
home in the shortest amount of drive time.  
The stops for flowers and groceries must 
be the last 2 stops (in either order).  Plus, 
you’ll need to stop at the ATM before you 
do anything else (for obvious reasons).  
You will average 30 mph on the surface 
streets and 60 mph on the freeway.

Circle         is located in map grid B5.  From the intersection of Carefree Highway and 7th

Avenue, the clue site is 266 feet North of Carefree Highway and 88 feet East of 7th 
Avenue behind a Palo Verde tree.

Clue S is a paper clue which reads as follows:

This is Emergency Solution 22, which will lead you to Clue T.

This is Clue S.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue T.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue T,
Open Emergency Envelope 22, which will direct you to Clue T.

If you are unable to locate Clue T,
Open Emergency Envelope 11, which will direct you to Clue U.

4 min.30 mph2 miSafeway to Home

24 min.TOTAL DRIVE TIME

2 min.
4 min.

30 mph
60 mph

1 mi
4 mi

Flower Shop to Safeway 
(via freeway)

2 min.30 mph1 miHome Depot to Flower Shop

4 min.30 mph2 miStarbucks to Home Depot

2 min.30 mph1 miDry Cleaner to Starbucks

4 min.30 mph2 miATM to Dry Cleaner

2 min.30 mph1 miHome to ATM

Drive TimeSpeedDistanceRoute

4 min.30 mph2 miSafeway to Home

24 min.TOTAL DRIVE TIME

2 min.
4 min.

30 mph
60 mph

1 mi
4 mi

Flower Shop to Safeway 
(via freeway)

2 min.30 mph1 miHome Depot to Flower Shop

4 min.30 mph2 miStarbucks to Home Depot

2 min.30 mph1 miDry Cleaner to Starbucks

4 min.30 mph2 miATM to Dry Cleaner

2 min.30 mph1 miHome to ATM

Drive TimeSpeedDistanceRoute
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This is Clue T.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue U.

Clue T is a paper clue which reads as follows:

Time for your medication

Since the clue says, “Time for your medication”, it must be time to unwrap the 
red plastic wrap and open the capsule you found in the Brown Bag.  Inside you 
will find a small slip of paper that says, “add 127”.

Since you’re at Circle         , add 127, swallow your pride and slide over to

Circle             on Candy Ave.  

Circle            is located in map grid G4.  From the intersection of 32nd Street and Cloud

Road, proceed East on Cloud Road 0.54 mile to 36th Street.  From the intersection of 
36th Street and Cloud Road, proceed East 0.54 mile to a barricade.  The clue site is 12 
feet West of the barricade and 45 feet North of the road at a U.S. Geological Survey 
Bench Mark.

This is Emergency Solution 11, which will lead you to Clue U.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue U,
Open Emergency Envelope 11, which will direct you to Clue U.

If you are unable locate Clue U,
Open Emergency Envelope 14, which will direct you to Clue V.

24
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This is Clue U.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue V.

Clue U is a visual clue with the clue stake near a U.S. Geological Survey 
Marker that indicates an altitude of 1924 feet above sea level.

Clever Hunters will have taken notice of the HWOW 
“BM  How High are You?”, 

and noticed that the U.S. Geological Survey Bench Mark indicating this site is at 
1924 feet above sea level.  Hasty, un-clever hunters may have hurried over 
to         and been squared up with some Bad-Mannered livestock: The Jackass!

So survey your way to Circle              on Uncle Sam Way.

Circle is located in map grid H5. From the intersection of Carefree Hwy and 48th
St., proceed North on 48th St. 0.3 miles to a wash.  Proceed 175 feet farther North to a 
dirt turnout on the West side of 48th St. From this intersection proceed Northwest 0.15 
miles to the West end of a loop. The clue site is 76 feet Northwest on a bearing of 320 
degrees from the West end of the loop behind a small Palo Verde tree.

This is Emergency Solution 14, which will lead you to Clue V.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue V,
Open Emergency Envelope 14, which will direct you to Clue V.

If you are unable to locate Clue V,
Open Emergency Envelope 5, which will direct you to Clue W.

1924
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This is Clue V.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue W.

Clue V is a working visual 
clue consists of a black box 
with a 5/8” hole in the top 
and a picture of the planet 
Mars on the front.

If you heeded to HWOW
4. Don’t leave hunt night to chance: Planet! ,

you immediately knew that this is a photo of Mars (the 4th planet from the sun 
in our solar system).  Plus, in your Brown Bag, you should have located an 
article about how Mars has a “magnetic personality”.  Assuming you 
purchased your magnet(s) while in line, rubbing a magnet on the surface of 
Mars made the number 69 appear inside the box.  

Proceed to Circle                .

Circle           is located in map grid J7. From the intersection of Lone Mountain Rd and
64th St, proceed North 130 feet to a barricade.  The clue site is 41 feet West of 64th 
Street and 16 feet North of the barricade under a paloverde tree.

This is Emergency Solution 5,  which will lead you to Clue W

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue W,
Open Emergency Envelope 5, which will direct you to Clue W.

If you are unable to locate Clue W,
Open Emergency Envelope 21, which will direct you to Clue X.
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This is Clue W.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue X.

Clue W is a paper clue which reads as follows:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _   _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Napolitano
O’Brien
Abdullah
Powell
Blair
Schroeder
Akihito
Bush

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue X,
Open Emergency Envelope 21, which will direct you to Clue X.

This is Emergency Solution 21, which will lead you to Clue X.

These are, of course, local and world leaders… plus one former local leader, the former 
Bishop O’Brien who made big news in Phoenix this past year.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _   _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Napolitano
O’Brien
Abdullah
Powell
Blair
Schroeder
Akihito
Bush

G O V E R N O R  (Arizona)
F O R M E R   B I S H O P  (Phoenix)

K I N G       (Jordan)
S E C R E T A R Y   O F   S T A T E (USA)

P R I M E   M I N I S T E R    (Britain)
C H A N C E L L O R     (Germany)

E M P E R O R     (Japan)
P R E S I D E N T    (USA)

Correctly filling in the blanks highlights the word “nineteen”. 
So head on over to Circle               to find your next clue. 

Circle        is located in map grid I10. From the intersection of Dynamite Blvd and 56th St, 
proceed South 1.0 mile to a dirt road heading West. Go West down this road for 0.11 
miles to the West wall of the substation. Clue site is located 60’ Southwest of the 
Southwest corner of the substation, behind a Saguaro cactus.

If you are unable to locate Clue X,
Open Emergency Envelope 20, which will direct you to Clue Y.
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This is Clue X.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Y.

Clue X is a working visual clue consisting of a box with two alligator clips in the 
front, a row of LED’s with numbers above them, and a button as shown below.
When you attach a resistor between the alligator clips and push the button, 
some of the LED’s come on. 

4 7 2 1

Circle           is located in map grid F10.  From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd. and
Jomax Rd., proceed West for 100 yards to a dirt road which runs parallel to Cave Creek 
Rd.  Proceed South on the dirt road for 0.23 miles until you reach a wash which crosses 
the road.  The clue site is 44 feet west of the dirt road and 21 feet north of the center 
of the wash, under a scrub brush.

This is Emergency Solution 20, which will lead you to Clue Y.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Y,
Open Emergency Envelope 20, which will direct you to Clue Y.

If you are unable locate Clue Y,
Open Emergency Envelope 13, which will direct you to Clue Z.

The really geeky hunters will remember that they have 3 resistors in their 
brown bag and will be able to tell the resistor values from the color code.  If 
you remembered your HWOW:

Use the 15K…
you will have placed the 15k resistor across the alligator clips and pushed the 

button; the lights under 4, 7, and 2 lit up!  Head on over to Circle          .

Note: if you picked the wrong resistor, the wrong lights would come on and you 
would be sent off on a wild goose chase.
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This is Clue Y.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Z.

Clue Y is a paper clue which reads as follows:

a. Penny ante n. Wax off
b. Horse latitudes o. Waning gibbous
c. Tropic of Capricorn p. Looney tunes
d. Holy smokes q. Ozone hole
e. Southern hemisphere r. Last quarter
f. Full moon s. Waxing crescent
g. Angry red planet t. Waning crescent
h. Jack's ass u. Creature feature
i. First quarter v. First base
j. Continental shelf w. Crescent wrench
k. Midriff bulge x. Waxing gibbous
l. No dice y. New moon
m. Wax on z. Dry vermouth

This is Emergency Solution 13, which will lead you to Clue Z.

Circle         is located in map grid H12.  From the intersection of Pinnacle Peak Rd and 
Tatum Blvd. proceed West for 0.5 miles to a dirt road.  Proceed Southwest along the 
dirt road for 0.13 miles where it comes to a fork.  The clue site is located 75 feet 
West of the fork intersection at the base of a tall Saguaro cactus.

After staring at this seemingly meaningless list of phrases, you will note there are eight 
phrases that describe the phases of the moon. These are:

f. Full moon s. Waxing crescent
i. First quarter t. Waning crescent
o. Waning gibbous x. Waxing gibbous
r. Last quarter y. New moon

These phases are obviously out of order. Putting them in the proper order will result in:
f. Full moon
o. Waning gibbous
r. Last quarter
t. Waning crescent
y. New moon
s. Waxing crescent
i. First quarter Therefore, by the light of the silvery moon
x. Waxing gibbous (if there is one), sail on over to Circle

.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Z,
Open Emergency Envelope 13, which will direct you to Clue Z.

If you are unable to locate Clue Z,
Open Emergency Envelope 12, which will direct you to Clue A.
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This is Clue Z.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue A.

Clue Z is a paper clue which reads as follows:

Title V
( The Sorcerer's _____ Secrets     4 

+

The Chamber of _____ The Phoenix     12

x

The Prisoner of  _____ ) Fire      3

--

The Goblet of    _____ Stone      7

x

The Order of      _____ Azkaban     5

=    _____

Circle         is located in map grid D13.  From the intersection of Cave Creek Rd. and Deer 
Valley Rd., proceed West for 1.0 miles to 16th St. Proceed North on 16th St. for 0.15 
miles until the road ends at a dead end blockade.  The clue site is located 317 feet north 
of the blockade, on the West side of the power line road, under a Mesquite tree. 

First you have to match the correct words to complete the partial titles of these popular books 
for young wizards …

The Sorcerer's Stone ( 7 + 
The Chamber of Secrets 4 x
The Prisoner of Azkaban 5 ) -

The Goblet of Fire 3 x
The Order of the Phoenix 12      =  _____ 

Since all good Wizards have studied their HWOW, they are confident when they do the math
because they know how to “order their operations.” Then you just do the math... 

( 7 + 4 x 5 ) - 3 x 12 = ? 
( 7 + 20 ) - 36 = ? 
27 - 36 = -9

All wizards & muggles Apparate over to Circle              .

This is Emergency Solution 12, which will lead you to Clue A.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue A,
Open Emergency Envelope 12, which will direct you to Clue A.

If you are unable to locate Clue A,
Open Emergency Envelope 6, which will direct you to Clue B.

-9
-9



Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)

1951 (27.4)
1. Frank, Estes, Lyman
2. Greer
3. Olson, Chambers, Wunderlich

1962 (12.2)
1. Samuelson, Welch, Kelly
2. Graham, Peterson, LaPrade
3. Groth, Knoob, Grimaila

1973 (22.6)
1. Bickley, McArtor, Windett
2. Bliss, Chruma, Caldwell
3. Rugen, Baehr, Bjornholt

1952 (23.8)
1. Hartman, Kemmeries, Pennington
2. Greer
3. Gundry

1953 (31.8)
1. Sokoloff, Diven, Dreste
2. McClanathan
3. Blackert

1954 (23.5)
1. Chambers, Myer
2. Samuelson, Andren, Seibert
3.

1955 (17.6)
1. Hume, Estes, Lahti
2. Norde, Yost, Goodman
3. Ferguson, Eberhard, Dreste

1956 (25.8)
1. Brown, Hershey, Richman
2. Samuelson, Lyman, Barton
3. Reddoch, Bettis, Martin

1959
1. Bettis, Lindsay, Martin
2.
3.

1957 (20.1)
1. Samuelson, Andrew, Barton, 

Weems
2. Estes, Diven, Livingwood
3. Creighton, Welch, Reeves

1958 (16.2)
1. Lindsay, Baum, Bettis
2. Hershey, Groth, Moore
3. Edson, Valenti, Ross, Wittenburg

1960 (11.6)
1. Hinsdale, Lange, Porter
2. Kouns, Peterson, Stites
3. Corby, Peterson, Roe

1961 (17.9)
1. Cook, Gabrielson, Jones
2. Cooper, Cranston, Clouse
3. Yost, Goodman, Norde

1963 (16.2)
1. Michel, Barto, Solem
2. Knoob, Groth, Sanneman
3. Yost, Norde, Goodman 

1964 (17.38)
1. Kneale, Walker, Glass
2. Knoob, Groth, Sanneman
3. Bremmer, Mayes, Lenas

1965 (16.0)
1. Goodman, Corby, Yost
2. Graham, Bettis, Peterson
3. Sanneman, Groth, Knoob

1966 (12.0)
1. Bettis, Peterson, Graham
2. Schaffner, Zusman, Voorhaar
3. Creede, Cadell, Elbinger

1967 (13.1)
1. Peterson, Rupprecht, Moberly
2. Ford, Wagner, Bensted
3. Porter, Lange, Attwood

1968 (16.6)
1. McBiles, Thomas, Hall
2. Samson, Haentze, Whittaker
3. Diven, Koch, Schwartz

1969 (19.8)
1. Yost, Corby, Eberhard
2. Armstrong, Woodward, Crowell
3. Sanneman, Groth, Knoob

1970 (17.3)
1. Greenburg, McKeown, Takesuye
2. Kline, Post, Knudsen
3. Yost, Corby, Eberhard

1971 (15.65)
1. Crawford, Olson, Prigge
2. Moberly, Peterson, Rupprecht
3. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker

1972 (19.79)
1. Clouse, Larson, Sprik
2. Bensted, Ford, Wagner
3. Bickley, McArtor, Windett

1974 (23.5)
1. Bliss, Chruma, Fullerton
2. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker
3. Hochgraef, Kulvinskas, Zveglich

1975 (24.29)
1. Henry, Tatom, Lipinski, Graham
2. Boyd, Gaines, Schaeffer
3. Fitting, Ponce de Leon, Warble

1976 (21.56)
1. Fajen, Kasprzyk, Kozlik
2. Samson, Whittaker, Haentze
3. Rugen, Bjornholt, Flaherty

1977 (18.49)
1. Bjornholt, Flaherty, Rugen
2. Andrews, Evans, Semon
3. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker

1978 (24.75)
1. Hall, John, Weigel
2. Armstrong, Crowell, Woodward
3. Robinson, Eslinger, Youseffi

1979 (20.51)
1. Oney, Furedy, Porterfield, 

Livingston
2. Hochgraef, Zveglich, Kulvinskas
3. Crowell, Woodward, Armstrong

1980 (24.65)
1. Hochgraef, Zveglich, Kulvinsdas
2. Richmond, Somers, Gulseth
3. Crowell, Armstrong,  Woodward

1981 (18.22)
1. Nalette, Defrancesco, Sewell
2. Gulseth, Somers, Richmond
3. Brenner, Wunderlich, Kaasik

1982 (18.13)
1. Crawford, Olson, Prigge
2. Gulseth, Richmond, Somers
3. Armstrong, Crowell, Gourley, 

Woodward
1983 (17.84)
1. Bradshaw, Cutlar, Wells
2. Anderson, Hallen, Richmond
3. Knappenberger, Nelson, Shaner



Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)

1984 (22.99)
1. Bliss, Chruma, Fullerton
2. Burghammer, Fah, McGlinchey
3. Eymann, Osman, Rendek

1995 (17.48)
1. Eymann, Osman, Rendek
2. Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, 

Jacobsen, Rahrig, Turner
3. Costa, Kirchgessner, Sutton

1985 (19.10)
1. Blair, Knott, Wibergh
2. John, Presley, Hall
3. Rugen, Bjornholt, Belanger

1986 (20.16)
1. Carlton, Cofeen, Golis, 

Jacobsen, Moller, Rahrig
2. Amdahl, Williamson, Zabrowski
3. Bibby, Perkins, Stevens

1987 (19.38)
1. Hall, John, Presley
2. Dillon, Donaldson, Greeson, 

McGlinchey, Perillo
3. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon

1988 (15.27)
1. Eymann, Osman, Rendek, 

Carleton
2. Belanger, Bjornholt, Rugen
3. Constable, Filreis, Flanigan, 

Hunnicutt, Prejs, Schukai

1989 (19.05)
1. Constable, Filreis, Flanigan, 

Hunnicutt, Prejs, Schukai
2. Frost, Hulet, Slick, Barry
3. Gulseth, Somers, Todd

1992 (18.83)
1. Anselme, Archambeault, Secor, 

Spencer, Taylor
2. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon
3. Davis, Kirchgessner, Peterson, 

Sundstrom

1990 (13.52)
1. Silverthorn, Fahy, Comp
2. Davis, Coon, Holm, Suppes
3. Nelson, Knappenberger, Dalton

1991 (17.22)
1. Albright, Black, Libby
2. Gilbert, Schaefer, Tucker, 

Katzdorn
3. Zabrowski, Williamson, Amdahl

1993 (17.62)
1. Frost, Hulet, Slick, Brennan
2. Davis, Peterson, Sundstrom, 

Leadbetter
3. Nuckolls, Waldo, Block

1994 (25.78)
1. Williams, Blaser, Beckwith
2. Nuckolls, Block, Waldo
3. Robb, Robb, Tolson

1996 (18.24)
1. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon
2. Grube, McKay, Saewert, 

Stephens, Tooker
3. Robinson, Youssefi, Youssefi 

1997 (13.99)
1. Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, 

Jacobsen, Rahrig, Turner
2. Cornelius, Greeson, Witwer
3. Feth, Shannon, Timmer

1998 (16.86)
1. Binder, Damon, Dorsett, 

Johnson, Smith, Sunderland
2. Carpenter, Ehorn, Pittmon, 

Stearns
3. Cornelius, Greeson, Witwer

1999 (20.34)
1. Silverthorn, Fahy, Fee
2. Zaborowski, Williamson, Amdahl
3. Fileupeit, Webster, David, 

Warter, Jankowsky

2000 (18.63)
1. Carpenter, Stearns, Pittmon, 

Ehorn
2. Robb, Robb, Tolson
3. Youssefi, Robinson, McGlinchey, 

Youseffi

2001 (20.41)
1. Davis, McCaffery, Murray, Smith, 

Zajac
2. Filupeit, Webster, Warter, 

Jankovsky, Davis
3. Perona, White, Taxier

2002 (15.52)
1. Robinson, Youseffi, McGlinchey, 

Estrada
2. Burnside, Furedy, Furedy, Furedy, 

Marwll, Singer
3. Cottrell, Johnson, Locker, Worcester



Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)

Top All Time Winning PerformancesTop All Time Winning Performances
By Amateur Teams:By Amateur Teams:

WizardsWizards YearYear TimeTime

1.1. Hinsdale, Lange, PorterHinsdale, Lange, Porter 19601960 11.6011.60
2.2. BettisBettis, Peterson, Graham, Peterson, Graham 19661966 12.0012.00
3.3. Samuelson, Welch, KellySamuelson, Welch, Kelly 19621962 12.2012.20
4.4. Peterson, Peterson, RupprechtRupprecht, Moberly, Moberly 19671967 13.1013.10
5.5. SilverthornSilverthorn, , FahyFahy, Comp, Comp 19901990 13.5213.52
6.6. Carleton, Cline, Carleton, Cline, CoffeenCoffeen, , 19971997 13.9913.99

Jacobsen, Jacobsen, RahrigRahrig, Turner, Turner
7.7. EymannEymann, , OsmanOsman, , RendekRendek, Carleton, Carleton 19881988 15.2715.27
8.8. Robinson, Youssefi, McGlinchey, EstradaRobinson, Youssefi, McGlinchey, Estrada 20022002 15.5215.52
9.9. Crawford, Olson, Crawford, Olson, PriggePrigge 19711971 15.6515.65
10.10. Goodman, Corby, YostGoodman, Corby, Yost 19651965 16.0016.00



Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)

Pro Button Winners:Pro Button Winners:
Pro Button Pro Button YearYear TimeTime

1.1. Moberly, Peterson, Moberly, Peterson, RupprechtRupprecht 19721972 19.6419.64
2.2. BettisBettis, Graham, Peterson, Graham, Peterson 19731973 20.8220.82
3.3. Crawford, Olson, Crawford, Olson, PriggePrigge 19751975 23.7123.71
4.4. BettisBettis, Graham, Peterson, Graham, Peterson 19781978 22.9622.96
5.5. WindettWindett, , McArtorMcArtor, , BickleyBickley 19791979 20.4720.47
6.6. DeFrancescoDeFrancesco, , NaletteNalette, Sewell, Sewell 19871987 17.2817.28
7.7. Carlton, Carlton, CoffeenCoffeen, , MollerMoller, , 

Jacobsen, Cline, Jacobsen, Cline, RahrigRahrig 19911991 13.6013.60
8.8. Carlton, Carlton, CoffeenCoffeen, , MollerMoller,,

Jacobsen, Cline, Jacobsen, Cline, RahrigRahrig 19921992 15.3215.32
9.9. Comp, Comp, FahyFahy, Jackson, , Jackson, SilverthornSilverthorn 19951995 13.2813.28
10.10. Slick, Slick, HuletHulet, Frost, Frost 19971997 13.8713.87
11.11. Beckwith, Blessing, Beckwith, Blessing, StolzeStolze, Williams, Williams 19981998 16.0616.06

Beginning in 1970, all committee members who have had less than Beginning in 1970, all committee members who have had less than three years of three years of 
respite from committee service and all committee members with sirespite from committee service and all committee members with six years of x years of 
committee service, have been offered the opportunity to declare committee service, have been offered the opportunity to declare their cars their cars 
“Professional”.  This declaration must be made upon application “Professional”.  This declaration must be made upon application for tickets to the for tickets to the 
hunt.  In 1981, the 1970 resolution was amended to limit those thunt.  In 1981, the 1970 resolution was amended to limit those teams wishing to eams wishing to 
declare themselves “Professional” to those having three or more declare themselves “Professional” to those having three or more qualifying qualifying 
members under the 1970 resolution.members under the 1970 resolution.

The Treasure Hunt Committee employs the following interpretationThe Treasure Hunt Committee employs the following interpretations of these s of these 
resolutions.resolutions.

Professional teams agree not to compete against amateur teams inProfessional teams agree not to compete against amateur teams in the hunt.  First, the hunt.  First, 
second, and third place prizes will be awarded to the three amatsecond, and third place prizes will be awarded to the three amateur teams with the eur teams with the 
lowest times per clue.  If a professional team has the lowest tilowest times per clue.  If a professional team has the lowest time per clue for the me per clue for the 
hunt, the team will be added to the “Pro Button Winners” sectionhunt, the team will be added to the “Pro Button Winners” section of the Hall of of the Hall of 
Fame.  Those team members whose status qualified the team for prFame.  Those team members whose status qualified the team for professional ofessional 
competition will be awarded “Pro” buttons to be affixed to theircompetition will be awarded “Pro” buttons to be affixed to their previously previously 
awarded red hats.  All Pro teams having times per clue better thawarded red hats.  All Pro teams having times per clue better than the third place an the third place 
winners will be identified for their commendable performances, wwinners will be identified for their commendable performances, while those Pro hile those Pro 
teams that placed closer to the other end of the pack will also teams that placed closer to the other end of the pack will also receive some receive some 
“special” recognition.“special” recognition.

Teams that are eligible to do so, but for whatever reason do notTeams that are eligible to do so, but for whatever reason do not declare declare 
“Professional Status” for the hunt, will compete as amateur team“Professional Status” for the hunt, will compete as amateur teams, eligible for the s, eligible for the 
first, second and third place prizes.first, second and third place prizes.
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